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ATTRACTIONS.
The Potential.
[ART. 40
39. Let Ait At, &c. be the positions of any number of fixed attracting particles; mi, w2, &c. their masses. The potential of these particles* at any proposed point P is denned to be
'
where rl5 n, &c. are their distances from P regarded as positive quantities. For the sake of distinction this is sometimes called the Newtonian Potential. See Art. 9.
This may be called the geometrical definition of the potential. Another definition founded on the principle of work will be given a little further on. In discussing the attractions of geometrical figures the former is the more convenient for use, but in many physical applications the latter will be found the more satisfactory.
We may notice that as the point P moves in space the potential is, by the definition, a continuous function of the position of P. We must however except the case in which any one of the distances rl9 r2, &c. vanishes or changes sign, for then the term m/r ceases to represent the potential of the particle from which r is measured. The potential is also a one-valued function of the coordinates of P.
40. If M be the mass of any one of the attracting particles, A its position, r its distance from a point P, the potential of m at P is m/r. Let P' be any point adjacent to P, and let PP' = ds. The difference of the potentials of m at P and P' is then
d fm\ 7         mdr , —. _   cfe = _ -- -~ ds. ds\rj         r- ds
* The function now called the Potential was used by LcRimflre ill 1784= who. refers to it when discussing the attraction of a solid of revolution. Legendre however expressly ascribes the introduction of the function to Laplace and quotes from him the theorem connecting the components of attraction with the differential. coefficients of the function. M. Bianco in th<! Rirista di Mute-inn tica, 1893, gives. quotations from Bist (Institut Paris, 1800) and from Baiter (Geachichte de# Po-tentiah, 1878) showing that Lagrange used the same function in 1777 when discussing the motion of several bodies mutually attracting each other (Academy of Berlin, 1777). See also "II problema Meccanico della figura della Terra" (Torino, 1880) by M. Bianco. The name, Potential, was first used by Green in his Essay on the application of Mathematical Anuli/sis to the theories of Electricity Mid Magnetism, published in 1828. Green gave many of the theorems on this function now in continual use, which have been since associated with the names of others who have discovered them a second time. Gauss also uses the name in Art. 3 of his memoir on Forces acting inversely as the ttf/utire of the distance, Leipsic 1840, translated in the third volume of Taylor's Scientific Memoir*. The-reader may also consult Todhunter's History, Arts. 700, 1138, and Thomson and Tait's Treatise on Natural Philosophy, Art. 483.

